We develop distributed algorithms to allocate resources in multi-hop wireless networks with the aim of minimizing the total cost. In order to observe the fundamental duplexing constraint that co-located transmitters and receivers cannot operate simultaneously on the same frequency band, we first devise a spectrum allocation scheme that divides the whole spectrum into multiple sub-bands and activates conflict-free links on each sub-band. We show that the minimum number of required sub-bands grows asymptotically at a logarithmic rate with the chromatic number of network connectivity graph. A simple distributed and asynchronous algorithm is developed to feasibly activate links on the available sub-bands. Given a feasible spectrum allocation, we then develop node-based distributed algorithms for optimally controlling the transmission powers on active links for each sub-band, jointly with traffic routes and user input rates in response to channel states and traffic demands. We show that under specified conditions, the algorithms asymptotically converge to the optimal operating point.
INTRODUCTION
While offering the potential for ubiquitous and untethered communications, wireless networks typically demand more sophisticated resource management than wireline networks. Optimal resource allocation in large-scale wireless networks Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. involves joint optimization across multiple layers and distributed implementation across network nodes. In this paper, we develop distributed algorithms which jointly allocate frequency spectrum, transmission powers, traffic input rates, and traffic routes on a node-by-node basis to minimize total cost in an interference-limited multi-hop wireless network.
While joint optimization involving power control, congestion control, and routing has been studied previously [1] [2] [3] , a common shortcoming of the previous work is the failure to account for the constraint that a node cannot transmit and receive simultaneously on the same frequency band. For while some types of multi-user interference can be ameliorated by using advanced coding techniques, interference between a transmitter and a co-located receiver is very difficult to suppress due to the transmitted power being many orders of magnitude higher than the received power at the same node. 2 The resulting constraint that a transmitter cannot be simultaneously active with a co-located receiver [4] on the same frequency band is referred to as the duplexing constraint. In practical wireless networks, the duplexing constraint appears to be quite fundamental, and thus must be observed by resource management schemes.
In this paper, we develop distributed resource allocation algorithms for wireless networks in accordance with the duplexing constraint. To accomplish this, we first devise a new spectrum allocation scheme which divides the spectrum into a sufficient number of frequency bands and activates colocated transmitters and receivers on different bands. We show that the minimum number of sub-bands needed for resolving duplexing conflicts is asymptotically logarithmic in the chromatic number 3 of the network connectivity graph. We provide a simple algorithm that feasibly assigns frequency bands to links in a distributed and asynchronous manner with low control overhead.
Given a conflict-free spectrum allocation, we then design a set of node-based gradient projection algorithms that iteratively adjust transmission powers, traffic input rates, and traffic routes according to channel conditions and traffic demands, in order to minimize total network cost. The 2 Theoretically a node is able to subtract the transmission signals generated by itself from the received signals so that the self-interference can be perfectly removed. In real decoders, however, the received signals are practically irrecoverable in the face of the overwhelming transmitted signals. 3 The chromatic number of a graph is the minimum number of colors with which the vertices of the graph can be colored such that adjacent vertices have different colors. power control and routing algorithms are frequency selective in that for each link, the power control algorithm adjusts the transmission power on each of the link's active subbands. The routing algorithm involves both inter-node routing, which specifies the allocation of incoming traffic at each node to its outgoing links, and intra-node routing, which specifies the allocation of the total traffic on a given link across its active sub-bands. Moreover, congestion control is adjusted by an equivalent routing mechanism on a virtual overflow link. We show that under specified conditions, the iterative algorithms converge to the optimal operating point from any initial condition.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the network model, discuss the duplexing constraint, and formulate the spectrum allocation problem. In Section 3, we find the minimum number of sub-bands required by a feasible spectrum allocation. A distributed and asynchronous sub-band allocation algorithm is developed in Section 4. In Section 5, we formulate the cross-layer optimization problem for networks operating on multiple subbands, and derive the conditions satisfied by the optimal configuration. In Section 6, we present node-based gradient projection algorithms to jointly optimize power control, routing, and congestion control based on the outcome of the spectrum allocation, as well as the channel conditions and traffic demands of the network.
NETWORK MODEL AND SPECTRUM ALLOCATION
Let the wireless network be modelled by a directed and connected graph G = (N , L) , where G is referred to as the connectivity graph of the network. A node i ∈ N represents a wireless transceiver, and (i, j) ∈ L represents a unidirectional wireless link from node i to j. We assume G is link-symmetric, i.e., if (i, j) ∈ L, then (j, i) ∈ L, and vice versa. Two nodes i and j are neighbors if (i, j) ∈ L. Let Oi {j : (i, j) ∈ L} be the set of i's neighbors.
Duplexing Constrained Interference Model
We focus on a network model which incorporates the duplexing constraint on every band. That is, we prohibit any node from simultaneously transmitting and receiving on the same frequency band. The duplexing constraint is less stringent but more fundamental than the extensively studied primary interference constraint [5] [6] [7] , where any node can transmit or receive (at any time and on any band) on at most one active link, and the secondary interference constraint, which further prohibits any node from transmitting when there is a neighbor receiving from another node [8] . Indeed, duplexing constraints cannot be bypassed (at least currently) by using sophisticated coding methods, and must be observed by practical network management techniques.
Traditional network management techniques which aim to resolve various types of interference among wireless links have concentrated on scheduling in time [9] [10] [11] , where at any given time, only mutually-non-interfering links are activated. Scheduling, however, usually requires centralized controllers and involves high communication and computational complexity [7, 12] . Simplified distributed scheduling policies have been proposed [5, 6, 8] for various purposes. In general, however, the reduced implementation complexity comes at the expense of performance [13] .
The difficulty in finding interference-free schedules in time leads us to seek an alternative solution. A natural approach is to consider network management in the domain of frequency instead of or in addition to time [14] [15] [16] [17] . Because communication on different frequency bands are practically non-interfering, one can think of simultaneously applying different link activation sets on non-overlapping frequency bands within the assigned spectrum. In this scheme, nodes transmit on certain bands while receiving on other bands to avoid duplexing interference. The spectrum allocation technique has an important advantage over scheduling in time: once a feasible spectrum allocation is established, the network can function relatively statically in that mode, not having to switch to another mode unless network itself changes substantially. While spectrum allocation problems have been proposed and studied in the interference graph induced by particular interference constraints, the solution using existing vertex-coloring methods [14, 15] is cumbersome and its complexity scales poorly with the size of the network. Moreover, the optimization of spectrum allocation techniques has not been thoroughly investigated. In particular, the number of available frequency bands is often arbitrarily set and frequency bands are assigned to links in a heuristic manner [16, 17] .
In this work, we adopt the spectrum allocation approach to resolve the fundamental duplexing conflicts for general wireless networks. In particular, we investigate two central questions: (1) what is the minimum number of frequency bands with which all co-located transmitters and receivers can be simultaneously activated subject to duplexing constraints, and (2) how can one efficiently find a feasible frequency assignment when there are enough frequency bands? We provide an exact analytical answer to question (1) and develop a distributed asynchronous algorithm which solves problem (2). Our analysis is based only on the network connectivity graph. This approach requires much less storage and computation overhead than alternative methods that utilize the interference graph.
Spectrum Division and Sub-band Allocation
The duplexing constraint permits only a subset of the links to be activated simultaneously on each frequency band. To activate all links at the same time, it is necessary to divide the spectrum into several sub-bands and activate different subsets of conflict-free links on different sub-bands.
Suppose the network occupies a contiguous spectrum which can be partitioned into a number, say Q, of sub-bands, each of which covers a contiguous segment of the whole spectrum. Let the collection of the sub-bands be denoted by Q. With a specific spectrum division in place, each link can be active on one or more of the sub-bands. If link (i, j) uses sub-band q, we say (i, j) is an active link on q, and q is an active sub-band of (i, j). Denote the subset of links that are active on a sub-band q by Lq, and the set of active subbands of (i, j) by Qij. A spectrum allocation is given by the collection {Lq}q∈Q (or equivalently {Qij } (i,j)∈L ). Note that finding a spectrum allocation involves two steps: spectrum division, which decides how many sub-bands the whole spectrum is divided into, and sub-band allocation, which determines which links are active on which sub-bands. We will address these two issues in Sections 3 and 4, respectively.
A spectrum allocation is feasible if (i) for all (i, j) ∈ L, Qij = ∅, and (ii) for all q ∈ Q, Lq satisfies the duplexing constraint. That is, any node's outgoing and incoming links cannot be both active on the same sub-band. However, it is feasible for a node to have multiple active outgoing links or multiple active incoming links on a single sub-band.
Interference Graph and Number of Sub-bands
In previous studies on spectrum allocation techniques, the minimum number of frequency bands is found from the interference graph induced by the specific interference constraints [14, 15] . For the duplexing constraints, the interference graphG = (V, E ) is constructed as follows. Let the vertices ofG be the links of the network connectivity graph G = (N , L) , i.e., V = L. InG, an edge exists between two vertices (links in G) if one link's transmitter is the other link's receiver. The interference graph, unlike the connectivity graph, is undirected. 4 It is easy to see that a feasible spectrum allocation on G exists if and only if the number of available sub-bands is greater than or equal to the chromatic number χ(G) of the interference graphG. Although this theoretically provides an answer to our problem, the interference-graph approach has major shortcomings. Note that the size of the interference graph |V| = |L| is on the order of |N | 2 . To compute the chromatic number ofG,G has to be constructed and stored at a central controller which then computes χ(G) by finding a minimal vertex-coloring, which is itself an NP-complete problem [18] . For these reasons, the interference graph approach is not tractable for medium-and-large-scale networks. This motivates us to seek an alternative method that can find the minimum number of sub-bands directly from the connectivity graph G.
SPECTRUM DIVISION
In this section, we investigate the minimum number of sub-bands which yields a feasible spectrum allocation. Our analysis is based entirely on the network connectivity graph G. For convenience of exposition, we transform the problem into an equivalent graph-theoretic link-coloring problem.
Link-Coloring Problem
For the moment, we leave the total number of sub-bands undetermined. Let each sub-band be identified by a unique color. We represent a spectrum allocation by a color assignment to links. A feasible spectrum allocation corresponds to a color assignment such that (i) all links are assigned with at least one color and (ii) for any node, no incoming link has a common color with any one of its outgoing links. We will find the minimum number of colors required for such a coloring. For any color assignment, denote the set of colors used by node i's outgoing links by OCi, and the set of colors used by its incoming links by ICi. Since the network is connected and link-symmetric, every node has at least one outgoing and one incoming link, implying that OCi and ICi are both non-empty for all i ∈ N . Given that, a color assignment is feasible if and only if OCi ∩ ICi = ∅ for all i ∈ N . using the node color sets {OCi, ICi}i∈N , regardless of the detailed assignment of colors to links. In fact, we will show that studying the node outgoing color sets {OCi} alone suffices for the link coloring problem. In the following, we say a color assignment is consistent with {OCi} if {OCi} results from the color assignment.
Lemma 1. Given a graph G = {N , L} and the nodes' outgoing color sets {OCi}i∈N , there exists a consistent and feasible color assignment if and only if
The proof of Lemma 1 is straightforward and is omitted here. In the following, we use the shorthand notation OCi OCj to represent OCi\OCj = ∅ and OCj\OCi = ∅. A collection of node outgoing color sets {OCi}i∈N is said to be feasible if it satisfies the conditions in Lemma 1.
We now state the problem of finding the minimum number of sub-bands in terms of the minimal coloring problem as follows. Given a graph G = (N , L),
Denote the minimum number of colors by QG. To solve for QG, we first relax the constraints of problem (1) by dropping the second condition in Lemma 1 and consider
where Bi, i ∈ N are any non-empty sets. The optimal solution Q * G to (2) must be less than or equal to QG. We will find a lower bound on Q * G and a matching upper bound on QG, thus uniquely determining QG. For lower bounding Q * G , the next observation is useful, whose proof is omitted here.
Using Lemma 2 and the fact that any two distinct subsets Bi, Bj with the same cardinality satisfy Bi Bj, we can show the following (proof omitted).
Lemma 3.
There exists an optimal solution {Bi}i∈N of (2) such that all Bi, i ∈ N , have the same cardinality.
Using Lemma 3, we find a lower bound on Q * G as follows. 
Proof : By Lemma 3, we can without loss of optimality consider a solution {Bi}i∈N of (2) such that |Bi| = |Bj |,
Moreover, {Bi} satisfies the constraint in (2), we must have
Lemma 4 indicates that at least Q(χ(G)) colors are needed to construct a feasible collection of node color sets even with the condition (ii) in Lemma 1 removed. However, Q(χ(G)) colors are also sufficient because they can generate χ(G) color subsets {Bi} with equal cardinality Q(χ(G))/2 , any two of which satisfy Bi Bj . Associate such χ(G) color subsets with χ(G) labels. Assign the χ(G) color subsets to nodes according to a minimal node-labelling scheme, which requires exactly χ(G) labels. We then have a feasible collection of node outgoing color sets. 
) is less than or equal to Q(χ(G)).
We have from Lemmas 4 and 5 that
Therefore, all inequalities must hold with equality.
Proposition 1. Let the chromatic number of graph G be χ(G). Then, the solution of (1) is QG = Q(χ(G)), where the function Q(·) is given by (3).
It is easy to see that Q(·) is nondecreasing. In particular, for large N it follows from Stirling's approximation [20] 
Therefore by Proposition 1, QG grows at a logarithmic rate with χ(G).
DISTRIBUTED SUB-BAND ALLOCATION

Spectrum Division Using Approximation of χ(G)
We have found that the minimum number of sub-bands depends on the chromatic number χ(G). The problem of finding χ(G), however, is NP-complete [18] in general. On the other hand, any upper bound on χ(G) gives us a sufficient number of sub-bands. One such well-known upper bound is χ(G) ≤ Δ(G) + 1, where Δ(G) is the maximum degree of any node in G. In the following, we assume that there are at least Q(Δ(G) + 1) sub-bands available.
The maximum degree Δ(G) is straightforward to determine (in a distributed manner), and we assume that it is known to all nodes a priori. Notice that Q(Δ(G) + 1) is 6 An arbitrary color subset assignment according to a nodelabelling solution generally results in {OCi}i∈N satisfying only (i) in Lemma 1. Should (ii) not hold for some i, reset
OCi\OCj . With this modification, both (i) and (ii) in Lemma 1 hold and no extra color is needed. not too far from Q(χ(G)) in typical networks, 7 since the Q(·) function is piecewise flat and grows approximately as a log function. It is worth comparing the upper bound Q(Δ(G) + 1) with Δ(G) + 1, an upper bound of χ(G), the chromatic number of the interference graph. It can be shown that Δ(G) ≥ Δ(G) for any graph, and typically Δ(G) can be almost twice as large as Δ(G). Therefore, Δ(G) + 1 is in general substantially larger than Q(Δ(G) + 1).
Distributed Sub-band Allocation Algorithm
After the spectrum is divided into a large enough number, say Q, of sub-bands, we now devise an algorithm with which feasible {OCi} can be determined in a distributed manner and a feasible spectrum allocation can be found. The algorithm applies to all connected and link-symmetric graphs. For expositional purposes, we keep an unprocessed node set U, which initially contains all the nodes. The Distributed Sub-band allocation (DSA) algorithm is iterated as follows.
Step 1. Initially U = N . Arbitrarily select a node i from U and set U := U\{i}. Arbitrarily choose Q/2 sub-bands to form OCi, mark i as "processed", and go to Step 2.
Step 2. Select an arbitrary node i from U such that i has at least one processed neighbor (under the assumption that the network is connected, there is always such a node in U after the first node is processed) and set U := U\{i}. Node i finds an OCi with Q/2 sub-bands which is different from all OCj of its processed neighbors j (it can be shown that such an OCi always exists). Moreover, to maximally avoid potential channel interference, i selects sub-bands in increasing order of their number of occurrences 8 in {OCj } j∈O i \U (ties are broken arbitrarily). 9 Mark i as "processed". If U = ∅, repeat Step 2; otherwise go to Step 3.
Step 3. Each node i allocates the sub-band(s) in Qij := OCi\OCj to each outgoing link (i, j). The algorithm terminates.
Proposition 2. The set {Qij } (i,j)∈L generated by the DSA algorithm induces a feasible spectrum allocation {Lq}q∈L.
Proof: First we show that in Step 2 of the algorithm, an appropriate OCi can always be found. Because the whole set has Q ≥ Q(Δ(G) + 1) elements, there are at least Δ(G) + 1 distinct subsets with cardinality Q/2 . However, i has at most Δ(G) (processed) neighbors. Hence, there always exists at least one candidate for OCi. Now we show that the {OCi} obtained up to Step 3 are feasible. They satisfy (i) in Lemma 1 due to the rule of successively selecting OCi in Step 2. They also satisfy (ii) in Lemma 1, as proved next. Suppose on the contrary that there exists i ∈ N and q ∈ OCi such that q ∈ OCj for all j ∈ Oi. If i is not the first processed node, the fact that q ∈ OCi implies that by the time OCi is being determined, each of the Q − Q/2 sub-bands not included in OCi must have appeared in every previously processed neighbor j's OCj. Taking also q into account, we can deduce that all those OCj have at least Q/2 + 1 elements, which is a contradiction. Even if i is the first processed node, the next
With the feasibility of the {OCi} established, it is easy to verify that the {Qij } (i,j)∈L generated in Step 3 induces a feasible spectrum allocation {Lq}q∈Q.
In practice, the DSA algorithm can be implemented in a distributed fashion by nodes in the network. Specifically, after any node i has arbitrarily set its OCi at the beginning, any other node j can determine its own OCj as long as it has at least one processed neighbor and no other neighbor is being processed at the same instant. In other words, it is possible to have two non-adjacent nodes configuring their outgoing sub-bands at the same time. Since the action of a node depends only on its neighbors, node operations need not be coordinated or synchronized across the network. All that is required is an initialization phase that designates the first node to be processed. Thus, the DSA algorithm is distributed and asynchronous in nature.
Finally, we note that the DSA algorithm is robust to dynamic node elimination and addition. Suppose that after a feasible spectrum allocation is established by the DSA algorithm, a node leaves the network. In this case, the configuration for the remaining nodes and links is still feasible. If a new node i is to join the network, it can run Step 2 of the DSA algorithm to determine its own OCi based on its neighbors' OCj , j ∈ Oi. Then, active sub-bands for each link incident to i can be allocated as in Step 3. As long as i connects to at most Δ(G) nodes in the old network G, the algorithm yields a feasible spectrum allocation for node i, with all other nodes' allocation unaffected.
CROSS-LAYER OPTIMIZATION IN MULTI-RADIO MULTI-HOP WIRELESS NETWORKS
The algorithm in Section 4 generates a spectrum allocation where the active links on every sub-band satisfy the duplexing constraints. Given this feasible spectrum allocation, we now develop corresponding joint power control, routing, and congestion control algorithms which minimize total network cost given channel conditions and traffic demands.
Interference Limited Transmissions and Node Power Constraints
We consider networks where messages on each sub-band are coded independently, and where the receiver of a link decodes its message on an active sub-band while treating all other signals on the same sub-band as interference. We assume that the capacity Cij (q) of link (i, j) on a sub-band q is a function of xij(q), the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of link (i, j) over q. Denoting the transmission powers used by the active links on sub-band q by {Pmn(q)} (m,n)∈Lq , we have
where G q mj is the path gain from m to j on sub-band q, and N q j is the power of the additive noise on q at j. Note that since the parameters {G q ij } and {N q j } are sub-banddependent, this framework is particularly appropriate for networks with frequency selective channels and colored noise.
Assume each node is limited by an individual power constraintPi, i.e.,
Denote the set of power variables {Pij (q)} (i,j)∈L,q∈Q ij that satisfy (5) by P. In Section 6, we will design a set of power control algorithms that adjusts the power variables within the feasible region to minimize total network cost in conjunction with congestion control and routing.
Traffic Demands, Congestion Control, and Routing
Let the traffic demands for the network consist of a collection W of unicast sessions. Each (elastic) session w ∈ W is characterized by its fixed source-destination node pair (O(w), D(w)) and demand raterw. 10 We model the traffic as fluid flows. Assume congestion control is exercised at each source node. That is, the source node can control the rate at which w's traffic comes into the network. Denote the actual admitted rate of w by rw, also referred to as the endto-end flow rate of w. Thus, the rate of the rejected traffic of w, denoted by Fw, isrw − rw. After the admitted flow rates are determined by the congestion control at the source nodes, the flows entering the network are routed on (potentially) multiple paths from the source to destination. Let fij (w) denote the rate of session w traffic routed through link (i, j). The session flows satisfy the flow conservation constraints, i.e.,
and
Here, ti(w) denotes both the total incoming and outgoing flow rates of session w at node i. If we consider the rejected flow Fw as being routed on a virtual "overflow" link from O(w) to D(w) [21] , the flow conservation constraint involving both real and virtual outgoing flows from the source node is given by
Thus, we will incorporate congestion control into a unified framework with routing. Let the set of flow vectors (Fw, (fij (w)) (i,j)∈L ) satisfying (7)- (9) be denoted by Fw. The total flow rate on link (i, j) is Fij = È w∈W fij (w). To route a flow of rate Fij from i to j, node i can split the traffic onto all active sub-bands of link (i, j) and transmit them simultaneously. Let the rate of flow assigned to subband q be Fij(q). We have Fij = 
Note that the flow on each sub-band may consist of traffic of one or more sessions. However, the traffic split conserves the total rate of any session going through link (i, j). Therefore, at the receiver end of the link, node j collects each session w's traffic of rate fij (w). One can think of the routing scheme as a two-step process. The first step determines inter-node routing, i.e., a feasible flow vector (Fw, (fij(w)) (i,j)∈L ) ∈ Fw is found for every w ∈ W, yielding (Fij ) (i,j)∈L . The second step amounts to intranode routing: each node i routes the flow Fij onto the active sub-bands q ∈ Qij available from i to j.
Network Cost and Optimal Resource Allocation
The cost on each (real) link (i, j) is made up of the costs D We solve for the feasible flow and power variables that jointly maximize the net utility, i.e., total utility minus total cost on real links. With the above observation, the maximization of net utility is equivalent to the problem of minimizing the total network cost E È (i,j)∈L Dij + È w∈W Dw consisting of costs on both real and overflow links. Formally, the Multi-Radio Minimum Cost Resource Allocation (MCRA) problem is
subject to (4) and (Pij (q)) (i,j)∈L,q∈Q ij ∈ P, (10) and (Fw, (fij(w)) (i,j)∈L ) ∈ Fw, ∀w ∈ W.
11 For modelling purposes, we assume that each link (i, j) has one queue for every active sub-band q with arrival rate Fij (q) and service rate Cij(q). The cost function D(x, F ) =
F C(x)−F
gives the expected delay in an M/M/1 queue with arrival rate F and service capacity C(x). By the Kleinrock independence approximation and Jackson's Theorem, the M/M/1 queue is a good approximation for the behavior of individual links on active sub-bands when the system involves Poisson stream arrivals at the entry points, a densely connected network, and moderate-to-heavy traffic load [21] . The constants R, K correspond to the bandwidth and processing gain of the system. The capacity formula C(x) = R log(Kx) is a good approximation for systems with a high processing gain, e.g. CDMA networks.
We will devise a distributed scheme that iteratively adjusts power control, routing and congestion control on a node-by-node basis so as to find the optimal solution to the MCRA problem.
Control Variables and Optimality Conditions
To update transmission powers, traffic routes, and traffic input rates, we define the following power control and routing variables. These optimization variables are node-based and local in the sense that they are independently controlled at individual nodes.
Power Control Variables
Let Pi(q) be the total power used by node i on its active sub-band q. Let Pij (q) be the power used by node i on its outgoing link (i, j) over an active sub-band q. Define
Also define
With the above definitions, xij(q) can be expressed in terms of the power control variables as
We use INij (q) to denote the total interference and noise power of link (i, j) on q, i.e. the denominator of (13) .
We now compute the partial derivative of the network cost E with respect to each ρi(q) and ηij (q). These partial derivatives are useful for characterizing the optimality conditions and for iterative adjustment of the power control variables. We have
where we have used shorthand notation (D
and defined
Note that δηij (q) as well as ∂E/∂ηij (q) involves only local measures of i. The partial derivative of E with respect to ρi(q) is given by
where
is the message that node n needs to send to any other node, say i, which is active on q in order for i to compute δρi(q) via (16) . Specifically, the message exchange works as follows. 12 It further adds the product to the value of local measure δηin(q) · ηin(q) if n ∈ Oi and (i, n) ∈ Lq. Finally, node i adds up all the processed messages, and this sum multiplied byPi equals δρi(q). Note that this protocol requires only one message from each node on each sub-band q. 13 Moreover in practice, node i can ignore the messages generated by distant nodes, because they contribute very little to δρi(q) due to the negligible multiplicative factor G q in on MSG q n when i and n are far apart (cf. (16)).
Power Control Message Exchange
Routing Variables
Routing variables were first introduced by Gallager [22] for wireline network routing problems. Here, we define routing variables in a similar fashion. In addition to inter-node routing, however, routing variables here also perform the function of congestion control and intra-node routing.
Recall that congestion control is equivalent to routing a portion of traffic demand on a virtual overflow link directly from the source to the destination. Let i be the source node of session w, define overflow routing variable φw Fw rw , 12 In a symmetric duplex channel, G Otherwise, it will need channel feedback from node n to calculate G q in . 13 To be more precise, only the nodes having at least one active incoming link on a certain sub-band need to provide a message for that sub-band. which is constrained by 0 ≤ φw ≤ 1. The overflow rate is then controlled by φw as Fw =rwφw, and the end-to-end flow rate is given by rw =rw(1 − φw). Routing variables associated with a real link (i, j) are defined by
which gives the fraction of the incoming flow of session w at node i that is routed onto link (i, j). At any node i except the destination, φij (w) of all j ∈ Oi satisfy 0 ≤ φij (w) ≤ 1 and
It is easy to see that the routing variables φw, φij(w) of all (i, j) ∈ L and w ∈ W uniquely determine the inter-node flow patterns (Fw, (fij(w)) (i,j)∈L ) of all sessions w, and hence the total flow rate on links Fij = È w fij (w). Now let the flow allocation on active sub-bands be specified by the intra-node routing variables defined by
For any link (i, j), we must have 0 ≤ μij (q) ≤ 1 and
The link flow rate on an active sub-band therefore is
We now compute the partial derivative of E with respect to those routing variables. First we have the derivative of E with respect to the overflow routing variables
where ∂E ∂tw is the marginal cost of increasing the end-to-end flow rate of session w with all other variables held constant. This is a special case (i = O(w)) of
, which is the marginal cost of increasing the incoming flow rate of w at node i while keeping all other variables constant. These marginal costs are computed recursively as in [22] :
and for i = D(w),
where we have used shorthand notation D 
Using δφij(w), we can easily write out the partial derivative of E in φij (w) as
∂E ∂φij(w) = ti(w)δφij(w).
Finally, the partial derivative of E in μij (q) is given by of j's downstream neighbors k. Thus, we need a sequential message passing of the marginal routing costs, from the destination upstream to the source, to permit every node to acquire the partial derivatives with respect to its local routing variables.
Routing Message Exchange Protocol: In [22] , the rules for propagating the marginal routing cost information are specified. In order for node i to evaluate the terms δφij(w) in (21) , it needs to collect local measures D from its next-hop neighbors j ∈ Oi, for all traversing sessions w. Moreover, it is responsible for calculating its own measure of marginal cost
with respect to every session w according to (20) , and then providing the measure to its upstream neighbors with respect to the session w. The sequential message passing terminates if and only if the routing pattern of the session contains no loops, which is guaranteed by the blocked-nodeset technique developed in [22, 23] .
Conditions for Optimality
The power and routing configuration that solves the MCRA problem can be characterized in terms of the marginal power and routing costs. For brevity, define 
∂E ∂ti(w)
= min
Moreover, for all w ∈ W, ∂E ∂tw
For all i ∈ N and q ∈ OCi, there exists λi such that
and the constant λi satisfies
14 Given a routing configuration {φij (w)} (i,j)∈L of session w, node j is said to be downstream to i if there exists a path (i, j1), (j1, j2), · · · , (jn, j) such that φij 1 , φj 1 j 2 , · · · , φj n j are all positive. We say i is upstream to j with respect to session w if j is downstream to i.
Furthermore, for q ∈ OCi such that ρi(q) > 0, there exists a constant γi(q) such that for all j ∈ Oi with q ∈ Qij ,
The proof of Theorem 1 is lengthy, and is omitted here due to the space limit. First order conditions as in (22)-(26) are in general only necessary for a configuration to be optimal. However, they are further sufficient if the link cost function D(x, F ) has certain convexity properties as we discuss next.
Let x generically represent the SINR of a link on one of its active sub-bands. By (4), x is a function of the power variables of all active links on the same sub-band. Thus, D q ij is a function of the vector P (q) (Pmn(q)) (m,n)∈Lq and Fij (q). It turns out that a characterization of the sufficient conditions for optimality requires D q ij to be jointly convex in P (q) and Fij (q). However, it can be shown that such a property is impossible given the assumption that D q ij is decreasing in xij(q).
One way to remedy this problem is to work with log-power variables, first introduced in [1, 2] . For each (m, n) ∈ L and q ∈ Qmn, define Smn(q) = ln Pmn(q). Consider D 
is positive semidefinite for all (x, F ).
In ( 
NODE-BASED MULTI-RADIO ROUTING AND POWER CONTROL ALGORITHMS
We develop a set of scaled gradient projection algorithms [24] by which individual nodes adjust their local power control and routing variables iteratively to achieve a global configuration satisfying the conditions in Theorem 2. Each algorithm at a node updates the appropriate vector of local optimization variables, e.g. ρ i , η i , φ i (w) or μ i , such that the updated vector results in a lower cost with all other variables held constant. This is achieved by updating the old vector in the negative gradient direction scaled by an appropriate positive definite matrix, and projecting the new vector back into the feasible set whenever it falls outside. This technique has been applied to, for example, optimal routing in wireline networks [23] and optimal power control and routing in single-radio wireless networks [3] .
The proof hinges on the fact that, by using appropriate scaling matrices, every iteration of the algorithms (28)-(32) reduces the total cost of the MCRA problem until the optimality conditions in Theorem 2 are achieved. Finding the appropriate scaling matrices, however, is a major challenge. One approach to this problem is to choose the scaling matrices so that they upper bound the Hessian matrices with respect to the updated variables. In this way, the algorithms closely approximate Newton's method, hence enjoying fast rate of convergence while simultaneously guaranteeing convergence from all initial conditions. This method has been successfully adopted in the power control and routing algorithms for single-radio wireless networks in [3] , and can be generalized to the present context. Due to the limited space, however, we skip the details.
It is worth noting that convergence does not depend on any particular order of running the algorithms at different nodes. At any time, any node can update any set of its local optimization variables via the corresponding algorithm. All that is required for convergence is that each node iterates every algorithm until the adjusted variables have marginal costs satisfying conditions in Theorem 2. Finally, we note that convergence occurs from any initial configuration with finite cost. These features are crucial to the applicability of these algorithms to large networks which lack the ability of scheduling and synchronizing node operations.
Extensive simulations indicate that our algorithms are adaptive to time-varying network state such as channel fading, network topology, and traffic demand. Because every iteration of any algorithm always reduces the total cost under the current network condition, our scheme can constantly readjust routing and transmission powers towards the optimum that slowly shifts over time due to the network change.
CONCLUSION
We have developed an integrated cross-layer resource allocation scheme for general wireless multi-hop networks. To satisfy the fundamental duplexing constraints, our scheme first finds a feasible spectrum allocation by (1) dividing the whole spectrum into multiple sub-bands and (2) activating conflict-free links on each sub-band. Compared with traditional scheduling in time, the spectrum allocation technique has advantages in operational simplicity and amenability to distributed and asynchronous implementation. By studying an equivalent combinatorial link-coloring problem, we found that the minimum number of sub-bands required by a feasible spectrum allocation is given by a simple function of the chromatic number of the network connectivity graph. The minimum number grows asymptotically at a logarithmic rate with the chromatic number, attesting to the good scalability of the spectrum allocation technique and its robustness to network topology changes. We designed a simple distributed and asynchronous algorithm which constructs a feasible spectrum allocation given enough sub-bands.
Given a feasible spectrum allocation, we developed an analytical framework and a set of node-based distributed algorithms for optimally allocating transmission powers and traffic rates on active links along with session input rates. Such a framework is especially suitable for the design of wireless networks with frequency selective channels. We provided the conditions that an optimal power control and routing configuration must satisfy. We then designed a set of distributed power control and routing algorithms using the scaled gradient projection method. These algorithms can be iterated at individual nodes with little control overhead. Finally, we demonstrated that the algorithms asymptotically achieve the optimal configuration regardless of the initial condition and the order of iterating different algorithms.
